Go-Circular
Boosting youth entrepreneurship in rural
areas through co-working and start-up
incubators in the era of circular economy
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From where did we start ….
Youth Re Working Rural project
Fostering youth entrepreneurship
and local development in rural
areas through co-working and
spaces reconversion

Levering on results achieved
and exploiting possibilities
offered by circular economy

Go-Circular project partners

Go-Circular project objectives
Project’s main objective is to promote employment and entrepreneurship in European rural areas by
empowering young people with the capabilities to create co-working & start-up incubators exploiting
potentialities offered by circular economy, with concrete examples in three specific areas: furniture,
agri-business & building/housing, as these economic sectors represent strategic fields for European
smart economic and social development.
Project’s specific objectives are:

- To promote employment and entrepreneurship in European rural areas by increasing young people
capabilities to reconvert empty spaces to host co-working & start-up incubators;
- To promote youth skills and competencies for the development of co-working spaces & start-up
incubators focused on three specific areas: furniture, agri-business & building/housing;
- To equip young people with relevant circular economy skills, that are at a cross roads between
citizenship competencies and entrepreneurial competences;
- To foster youth capabilities to operate at transnational level for developing joint concrete circular
projects.

Go-Circular project activities
Training programme for co-working &
start-up incubators managers in the era of
circular economy: online training about
entrepreneurship, circularity in different
business sectors: agribusiness, furniture,
housing/buildings

Mobilities to work
on real projects with
companies

Manual for business idea development &
prototyping: supporting tool to help
trainers and young people to work on
concrete projects and develop prototypes

Events to present
youth projects

Compendium of prototypes:
containing the results of the
mobilities: real projects &
products developed by young
people

Youth mobilities

Norway: Youth Re
Working Rural
Training: setting
up and manage a
coworking space

Italy: Bootcamp:
coworking and
start-up incubators
for the agribusiness industry
in the era of
circular economy

Slovenia: Boot
camp: coworking
and start-up
incubators for the
furniture industry
in the era of
circular economy

Norway: Boot camp:
coworking and startup incubators for the
building/housing
industry in the era of
circular economy

Events

Norway: Fostering
youth
entrepreneurship
and local
development in
rural areas
through coworking

Italy: Co-working
and circularity in
the agri-business
industry

Slovenia: Coworking and
circularity in the
furniture
industry

Norway: Coworking and
circularity in the
building/housing
industry

Go-Circular online presence
@gocircularproject
@go_circular
https://youthreworking.eu/gocircular/
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